efficiency, energy conservation and renewable energy technologies (1Á4). Installed wind capacity as of January 1, 2012 was 15.3 MW (5) . The overall capacity may more than triple as 2 new wind farm projects in the Railbelt (the SewardÁAnchorageÁFairbanks corridor) add capacity on Fire Island in Cook Inlet and at Eva Creek near Healy. There are 11 turbines installed on Fire Island and Chugach Electric Association (CEA) has a contract to buy the electricity, while Golden Valley Electric Association (GVEA) is constructing a 24.6-MW wind farm at Eva Creek, 14 miles from Healy, in the Interior (6) .
In 1984, the Alaska Department of Commerce and Economic Development (AK DCED) produced Alaska's first inventory and economic assessment of wind generators (1) . (AK DCED, S. Konkel, 1984 ; see Figs. 1 and 2 for historical and current photographs). This report documented installed wind generator capacity, a method for project evaluation, and the economics of supplementing diesel-fuel-generated electricity in Alaska's rural and remote villages (Bush Alaska). Information on the economic impacts of Alaska's energy programs on rural energy use was presented at the State's annual alternative energy conferences held in the 1980s.
The Alaskan landscape has changed with new larger kilowatt (kW)/megawatt (MW) machines, new agency responsibility for renewable energy, federal energy grants and wind development conceptual guidelines (AEA). There are substantial State matching grants for financing renewable energy projects. Alaska's Renewable Energy Fund (REF), passed by the Legislature as HB 152, has spurred a level of investment where the equivalent of 6 million gallons of diesel fuel was expected to be displaced by renewables by 2013 (5) . AK DCED's Division of Energy and Power Development (AK DEPD) had responsibility for R&D for wind projects in the 1980s.
Over the past 30 years, policies and conditions driving the installation of wind generators have evolved to support technology investments. Diesel fuel prices have continued to increase in the Bush due to world oil prices and increased costs for transportation to villages, with air transport being almost prohibitive in price. This is a key cost-of-living factor in Alaska's rural and remote villages. Diesel fuel costs averaged more than $6 per gallon in rural communities in 2012, compared with more than $4 per gallon in urban Alaska, according to ANTHC's Alaska Rural Utilty Collaborative (ARUC) program (7Á9) (Konkel, 2007 , S. .
In the Northwest Arctic Borough in particular, Alaskan villages have been experiencing changes associated with increases in average temperatures due to climate change, such as melting permafrost, freeze/thaw cycles, loss of shorefast ice, coastal erosion, and more frequent and severe storms (10) . Traditional subsistence hunting patterns have also been affected. Changes in environmental conditions in Arctic Alaska suggest that robust and effective energy policy can help secure the State's future. Certain emissions from power-generating facilities can have a much greater impact on health, with carbon-based fuels presenting air quality and greenhouse gas emission challenges (11, 12) . Renewables have a place. In the Hammond Administration, projects and programs were evaluated using a three-part test: (a) Are the environmental impacts acceptable? (b) Do Alaskans want the project? and (c) Does the project pay for itself ?
The increasing evidence of shrinking sea ice in the Arctic and the potential impact of accelerated warming in areas above the Arctic Circle suggest that reducing atmospheric emissions from carbon-based fuels is necessary for adaptation to the increasingly evident impacts of climate change (13, 14) . Saving diesel fuel burned in diesel generators is a popular indicator used by utilities. Polar bears, ringed and bearded seals alike have been affected by changes in environmental conditions. In 2009, Secretary of the Interior Dick Kempthorne listed the polar bear as ''threatened''. In 2012, the Economist published a special report on ''The Melting Arctic'' highlighting the loss of summer ice and the effect of warming on arctic populations (13) . Norway, Denmark, Canada, the United States and Russia are engaged in talks to protect fish stocks in common arctic waters. Certainly open oceans will have impacts on fisheries and trade, and perhaps the development of energy resources, such as oil in the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas of the Arctic Ocean (14) . With these developments come trade-offs and likely changes in the prospects for sustainability of Alaska Native villages.
Today, Susitna-lower Watana is backed as a centerpiece of Alaska's energy policy (15) . One example illustrating the stakes is a cost of power reference case where the State of Alaska pays ''50% of the $5.0 billion (in 2008) construction cost of the SusitnaÁWatana hydroelectric project as a direct cash contribution'' (16) (Colt, S. 2012, p. 15) . This is sometimes characterized as a grant by proponents of the project or as a subsidy by critics. Regardless, consumers pay only a portion of the real costs. Subsidy programs, like Power Cost Equalization, distort prices that utilities and consumers pay; these affect the willingness to invest in projects and to realize the benefit of renewable energy project production.
Alaska has an ambitious goal to meet 50% of electricity demand through renewables by 2025, an attractive goal set in 2010 as the Alaska Legislature passed HB 306. However, the ''devil'' is in the details, since there are tradeoffs and opportunity costs to funding projects. Projects costing billions of dollars, like a proposed $45Á 65 billion natural gas pipeline from the North Slope, and the $5.2 billion (estimated cost) SusitnaÁlower Watana dam would have substantial price tags. Financing these ''mega-projects'' using State direct cash contributions has been the subject of many energy debates over the years. One alternative to spending money on projects is investing in the principal of the Permanent Fund, an account created during the Hammond Administration, where interest is distributed to Alaska residents in the form of annual dividends. Energy projects should incorporate the costs of mitigating adverse environmental impacts, which is referred to as ''internalizing the externalities.'' By the end of 2012, a wind farm had been constructed on Fire Island in Cook Inlet; 33 turbine locations had been permitted and 17.6 MW of capacity installed as of February 2013. Phase one consisted of 9 wind generators located in the middle of the island along with 2 on the southeast coast. Cook Inlet Region Inc., a Native corporation, and CEA are developing the Fire Island wind project. On Kodiak Island, there are 6 wind generators; each of these has a rated capacity of 1.5 MW. Eva Creek will likely be the largest of all of the wind farm projects. GVEA has over 24.6 MW of installed capacity (with turbines rated at 2.05 MW) and this power is integrated into and regulated with other energy sources. These projects illustrate the future of the technology and the context of its integration with other electrical energy sources, such as diesel generators. Hybrid-type wind in combination with other energy systems face technical and economic challenges.
In the SewardÁAnchorageÁFairbanks corridor, also known as the Railbelt, 6 cooperative utilities serve over half of the State's population. Natural gas dominates the fuels used statewide; with 57% of the electricity generated; hydroelectric projects generate 22% with diesel fuel at a substantial 15% and coal at 6% (17) . Wind projects are designed to displace significant amounts of diesel fuel.
As noted, the REF has provided grants and financing for 227 projects. The Alaska Legislature appropriated $150,000,000 for the first 2 years under HB 152, then an additional $25,000,000/year. Now the program is in Cycle 6, where 85 new project proposals are being evaluated by AEA for 2013 awards. Some of the current challenges for wind generation projects include storage of energy, upgrading diesel generation systems to address efficiency in meeting electrical loads while integrating power from wind generators, and investments required for sustainable utilities in rural Alaska (18 
Methods
The 1984 inventory and economic assessment provided a ''baseline'' of wind generators, installed kilowatt capacity and a forecast of capacity factors at that time. It also included a methodology for looking at the production of the machines, in terms of their potential to replace diesel fuel. Average fuel prices in 2007 in Alaskan communities were $3.25Á$5.25 per gallon as documented by ARUC program (9) (Konkel, 2007, pp 
. 5Á10).
A number of high-visibility policy and planning documents, including ISER reports, have provided insights into rural energy investment, Railbelt electricity (e.g. Susitna-lower Watana dam, possible Cook Inlet and North Slope natural gas field supply scenarios) and Alaska's current fiscal climate with declining oil revenues (16, 20Á22) . These provide a context for energy policy and capital appropriations.
In the discussion section, recommendations are made for addressing key issues affecting wind generation in Alaska. There may be useful insights from comparing energy policies and technologies in the 8 countries of the Circumpolar North. Alaska is somewhat unique in that due to its Constitution it is an owner state; the natural resources and minerals belong to the State's residents for the joint purposes of development and stewardship. Also, Alaska is unique in having $126 billion in petroleum wealth Á with $45 billion in savings accounts derived from oil revenues and the remainder still in the ground (21) (Goldsmith, p. 1). Alaska has a long history of subsidizing capital investments in energy projects and even consumption with power cost equalization Á part of the hydroelectric project investment political compromise to spread benefits statewide. Wind can make a modest MW contribution to meeting Alaska's renewable energy goal of 50% from renewables by 2025, a goal legislated in 2010.
There are laws that complement the REF.
This article also reflects on past Administrations' energy planning Á the author was a Policy Analyst in the Office of the Governor, Hon. Gov. Jay Hammond's second administration, where responsibilities included oversight for conservation and renewable energy program and R&D from 1980 to 1982. The AEA now has taken over the energy planning and implementation responsibilities formerly led by the DEPD and the Alaska Power Authority. The high cost of providing electricity and sustainable utilities has important policy implications for the future of Alaska villages.
Results
To see how far we have come with the siting of wind generators, also known as WECS (wind energy conversion systems), we compare today's installed capacity with the comprehensive wind inventory and economic assessment conducted in 1984 by the Alaska Department of Commerce and Economic Development, (1) (AK DCED, Much has changed, perhaps on a scale unimaginable since the 1980s. Unalakleet added a 600-kW wind farm, consisting of six 100-kW wind generators in 2009. This same year Kodiak installed 3 General Electric 1.5-MW turbines; by 2012, there were 3 more planned for the Pillar Mountain wind project. In 2009, the 3 wind generators had cut Kodiak Electric Association's (KEA) diesel fuel use in half, saving 930,000 gallons during the first year of operation. KEA has estimated that the project replaced the equivalent of 3,568,395 gallons of diesel fuel from July 2009 to January 2013, representing over $10,000,000 in fuel costs in that period. Kotzebue Electric Association currently has wind generators of the following rated kW capactity: 900-kW (two), 66-kW (fifteen), 65-kW (one) and 100-kW (one); a comparison of output and capacity factors, given their production history and common location, would be insightful.
As of January 1, 2010, Alaska's installed wind generator capacity totalled 9 MW. This represents only 0.5% of the statewide electrical generation. As noted earlier, major sources of electrical generation in Alaska include natural gas at 57%, coal at 6%, diesel fuel at 15% and hydroelectric power at 22% (21) (ISER 2012, ''Energizing Alaska: Electricity around the State, p. 1). Outside the Railbelt, wind generation, in concert with diesel generators may have a niche in the Bush, where wind generator production can replace significant amounts of diesel fuel. This technology also reduces the substantial externality costs of relying on oil. Technology proponents and non-governmental organizations are concerned about the impacts of increased emissions of CO 2 , global warming (exacerbated at northern latitudes), and increased impacts on permafrost and environmental conditions generally unfavourable to achieving sustainable village utilities. Although wind is intermittent, using its output for space heating or to prevent freezing of drinking water and sanitation systems has potential benefit. In short, wind generators could make an important contribution, scalable from village to village depending on wind regimes, to lessen dependence on high-cost diesel fuel and improve the reliability of critical infrastructure. This type of energy policy has benefits to a state that is more vulnerable than most to changing environmental conditions and a state that lives with perpetually high-energy prices.
Looking back since the initial installation of wind projects, one observes low production of total kilowatthours (kWh) per year. Installed capacity of 1 or even 2 kW to the three 10-kW machines in Unalakleet (Fig. 3) or the 20-kW machine in Nelson Lagoon pale in comparison with today's machine sizes. The Unalakleet investment was a small-scale utility project. Single household machines were most common. Tables II and III contain a variety of statistics (current as of January 1984) for wind generators in place at that time. An applied research project to update kilowatt-hour production and capacity factors over time would provide essential insight into historical production. Kilowatt-hour production from both the KEA and GVEA wind generator projects is massive compared to the historical production from these earlier wind generators.
Discussion Á key points Understanding and refining this selection and appropriation process is essential. Wind generation projects or wind farms must compete with other renewable energy projects for funding. . KEA's six 1.5-MW wind generators and Fire Island wind project's 11 turbines in Southcentral Alaska dwarf earlier investments. GVEA is planning the largest installation, over 24.6 MW for the Eva Creek project. Each utility project faces its own set of challenges, due to the intermittent nature of the wind resources, storage options/costs and costs of integration/regulation to use the wind project output. . New funding extends the grant cycles for 10 years to 2023, with a stated goal of up to $50 MM/year. Some analysts think that $25 million a year is much more realistic given fiscal uncertainties and realities. The State of Alaska has an interesting array of options, many of which require substantial subsidies that have large opportunity costs. The renewable energy goal is an important feature of Alaska's policy, with the controversy over how to address increase in greenhouse gases being of utmost importance to Alaska as a function of its geographic location; Alaska is at the coalface, the place where changes in 
Conclusion
The State of Alaska plays a key role in approving projects under a 15-year REF program. Wind turbine generators are now replacing significant amounts of diesel fuel in the rural and remote Alaska villages. Up to $50,000,000/year of renewable energy projects can be authorized by the Alaska State Legislature in the coming years. However, Alaskan budgets are under increased scrutiny due to decreased revenues; federal expenditures under sequestration in 2013 and beyond are also uncertain. By monitoring the wind generators and collecting data on production, costs and efficiency, and careful planning to take advantage of favourable wind resources, this technology has promise to contribute to Alaska's future. Unlike technologies with carbon emissions, wind is relatively benign, with relatively minor land use and wildlife impacts compared to other energy technologies which impact air quality, generate hazardous materials with possible exposure routes affecting human health, or produce radioactive waste streams.
Looking back over the many years since wind energy systems were first installed in Alaska, we see that the people who planned and installed these small kilowatt machines were true pioneers. Much has changed over the decades; wind-generated power is now displacing expensive diesel fuel. Wind generation projects make negligible contributions to increased emissions of greenhouse gases, Wind generator project statistics (Konkel, 1984 , taken from Appendix B). NW0not working; OW0occasionally working; W0working at time of the 1983 site visit.
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(page number not for citation purpose) mostly contributing through the emissions associated with manufacturing and transportation of large mechanical components. Given the harsh and unforgiving conditions in the Arctic, other countries in the Circumpolar North also have much to gain by adopting energy policies that favour conservation first, renewable energy sources integrated into the mix, and favoring technologies and planning that slow the impacts of climate change. A lower total diesel fuel bill in rural Alaska is not going to totally reconfigure Alaska's overall energy picture. That said, renewables can lower costs of basic utilities such as water, sanitation and electricity by saving expenditures on expensive diesel fuel. Improving energy efficiency and preventing catastrophic failures due to freezing water systems could improve the resilience of systems in places such as the Northwest Arctic Borough (Kivalina or Selawik, for instance). These measures will move us towards more sustainable communities throughout rural Alaska.
The State of Alaska should have a rural energy policy where renewables are prominent and the people of Alaska benefit most from the development of its natural resources. The challenge is to create a more energy-efficient future. We now have options driven by design and technology that were hard if not impossible to imagine in the 1980s. Technology alone cannot solve all problems. We have learned from the statewide experience with providing clean drinking water and sanitation utilities that whether capital costs are sufficiently subsidized or not, keys to success include sustainable operation and maintenance and the capacity of Alaskan villages to manage their utilities.
In conclusion, wind generators have a place in the State's current and future energy policy choices. A good strategy is to internalize the external costs of energy development and maximize community benefits. A road map on how to achieve the potential wind generation contribution would be very useful for both investors and communities. The choices ahead for Alaska will have important implications for Arctic population health, especially for those villages whose relatively small size and remote locations make energy a key component of subsistence lifestyles and community sustainability. the years with his many years of service in the House Research Agency and AK Legislative Finance. Rich Stromberg at AEA provided resources useful in the project. Chris Rose of the Renewable Energy Alaska Project (REAP) provided many useful insights into the development of wind generators, along with recommendations on energy policy. Mike Black, Michael Brubaker and John Warren of ANTHC provided insightful comments and suggestions on earlier drafts. Thanks to Sally Bremner of UAA Consortium Library for editorial suggestions and graphics and layout assistance from Darla Carlson, all very much appreciated. Much has changed over the years. It is prudent to remember lessons learned from earlier efforts to build projects and forays into crafting an energy policy that fits the Alaskan culture. ISER reports provide a context for understanding the role that wind generators can play in electricity generation. As Ben Franklin observed: ''A penny saved is a penny earned''. Development of energy sources goes hand in hand with energy conservation investment. While acknowledging colleagues, I take responsibility for any and all errors and omissions
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